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January 25, 2010
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Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
U. S. Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop TWB 5B01M
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Gentlemen:

Re: Blending of low-level radioactive waste, Docket ID NRC-2009-0520

Ref: My letter of December 18, 2009, same subject.

Ref: The Federal Register page 62609, first column. About three fourth of the
way down the first column there is a statement'The appendix states that wastes should not
be intentionally mixed to lower the waste classificatiofL'.

The no. 09-199, December 11, 2009 NRC NEWS, paragraph 3 refers to blending
in two ways. One refers to mixing low level wastes such as Class B or C with Class A. It
does not involve mixing radioactive waste with non-radioactive waste, a practice known
as'kdilutioir'. However, the intent of mixing Class B or Class C with Class A is de-facto
dilution as the objective of the mixing is dilution, since there is no other reason for the
mixing of the two classes of waste.

Paragraph 4 of the same letter states that blending is not prohibited or expressly
addressed in NRC regulations. Since this was not brought up at the inception of the
regulations, it appears to be that new word and phrase use, blending, and a previously
used phrase'vaste class reductiod' will effect the same conditions,"dilutioi'. Numerous
plays on words can be created to change the intent and meaning of prior writings.

Just because closing of the Bamwell, South Carolina waste disposal site has
caused a problem in handling Class B and C radioactive waste there, shouldn't mean that
dilution should now be implemented to help solve a near term problem. '"lending in
some cases can lower the classification to the lower radioactive Class A--"'
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It appears that the present situation, the closing of Barnwell, has created the knee-
jerk reaction of using dilution to solve the current problem, which has been around for a
long time, and should not be used as an expedient for a quick solution for a locally
created waste storage problem.

A much more objective solution would be to comprehensively study blending or
waste class reduction as it should have been at the inception of the original rule making
for handling Class A, B and C wastes.

Your strong consideration denying their request to use dilution techniques,
regardless of the words or word phrases used, for reclassifying any radioactive wastes is
requested.

Sincerely your,

/ ihard W. Borgmeier
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